AIDS AWARENESS DAY

Tuesday, April 3, 1990
Teachers College, Columbia University
525 West 120th Street

Information Tables Staffed by Representatives from:

- AIDS Coalition To Unleash Power (ACT-UP)
- Columbia Gay Health Advisory Project
- Gay Men's Health Crisis
- Hispanic AIDS Forum
- Minority Task Force on AIDS
- New York Names Project (with panels from the NY Quilt)
- People with AIDS Coalition
- Teachers College Health and Safety Committee
- Upper West Side Task Force on AIDS

10:00 am–8:00 pm in the main entrance
to Teachers College, and by the TC Cafeteria

AIDS-Related Videos:
10:00–6:00 in 116 Main Hall

Explicit Safer Sex Videos:
6:00–8:30 in 60-C Grace Dodge

THE ENTIRE COLUMBIA COMMUNITY
IS ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND